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August 25: Justice Reform: “When the Jury says ‘Life in Prison,’ and the judge 
says ‘Death.’ Alabama’s prison system has been in the news a lot this year, and 
not for good reasons. Inmate riots, allegations of mismanagement and 
corruption, and a failed prison building plan in the state legislature have pointed 
out plenty of problems. The Alabama Public Radio news team has spent the past 
several months examining what happens as people go into the state’s prison 
system and what happens when they come out.  APR’s Pat Duggins looked into 
the on-going complaints over how Alabama judges sentence people to death. 

August 25:  Prison Reform:  “What’s wrong with Alabama’s Prisons?”  Alabama’s 
prison system has been in the news a lot this year, and not for good reasons. 
Inmate riots, as well as allegations of mismanagement and corruption have 
pointed out plenty of problems. The Alabama Public Radio news team has spent 
the past several months examining what happens as people go into the state’s 
prison system and what happens when they come out. Today, APR’s MacKenzie 
Bates hears from critics of Alabama’s prisons are run and how plans to fix things 
may just throw money at the problem… 

September 8: Justice Reform: What is there years on death row worth? 
Alabama’s prison system has been in the news a lot this year, and not for good 
reasons. Inmate riots, allegations of mismanagement and corruption, and a failed 
prison building plan in the state legislature have pointed out plenty of problems. 
The Alabama Public Radio news team has spent the past several months 
examining what happens as people go into the state’s prison system and what 
happens when they come out. This week, APR examines what the State of 
Alabama does when people are convicted of crimes they didn’t do. Critics say, 
not much… 

September 9: Prison Reform: How Texas Did It…”Alabama’s prison system has 
been in the news a lot this year, and not for good reasons. Inmate riots, 
allegations of mismanagement and corruption, and a failed prison building plan in 
the state legislature have pointed out plenty of problems. The Alabama Public 
Radio news team has spent the past several months examining what happens as 
people go into the state’s prison system and what happens when they come out.  
APR reports on one state where prison reform appears to be working…



September 22: The Alabama Public Radio news team has been looking at the 
condition of Alabama’s prisons. The system has been in the news a lot this year, 
and not for good reasons. Inmate riots, allegations of mismanagement and 
corruption, and a failed prison building plan in the state legislature have pointed 
out plenty of problems. The complaints apply as people go into the prison, but 
also when they come out. APR’s Stan Ingold reports on what happens when 
prisoners in Alabama try to re-enter society

September 2:  Former NASA Astronaut Indicted for Murder. A Tuscaloosa 
County grand jury voted to indict a former NASA astronaut for murder. The panel 
charged James Halsell in an early morning traffic accident that killed two little 
girls on Highway eighty two back in June. APR Pat Duggins has more on the 
indictment and what’s next for the veteran Space Shuttle commander… 

September 27: Roy Moore Ethics Trial: What Now, What Next?  Alabama Chief 
Justice Roy Moore is set to appear in court tomorrow morning. He’s facing 
judicial ethics violations that could result in his removal from the state Supreme 
Court. The charges date back to the legal controversy and confusion over same-
sex marriage in Alabama earlier this year, and Moore’s personal battle against it. 

October 11: Voices from Roy Moore’s Ethics Trial. Roy Moore is no longer 
serving as the Chief Justice of Alabama. On September 30, a majority of the 
Alabama Court of the Judiciary decided to suspend Moore for the remainder of 
his six-year term as punishment for ethics violations. The charges relate to 
Moore’s role in the controversy over same-sex marriage in Alabama. APR’s Alex 
AuBuchon has been following the Chief Justice’s case. He has this report on 
reactions to the trial and what may be coming next. 


